
This is how Rosalea Murphy, co-owner with 
her partner Paul, puts it. Rosalea and Paul have 
been selling the highest quality European and 
Australian furniture at 149 King Street, Newcastle 
since 2002. 

She and Paul, through years of acquired 
knowledge born from love of what they do 
and sell, have honed an expertise and carved a 
relationship with the some of most unique and 
lasting design houses across Europe which is 
unparalleled in this city. They only sell original-
design furniture and with a low or zero impact 
on the environment, from companies with high 
ethical standards towards the environment and 
our childrens future. That is why they only sell 
furniture that is high quality and that will last and 
be loved by another generation after the original 
purchaser. Timeless classics rather than just a 
fashion items. 

Rosalea believes it is her duty to create a 
relationship of trust with her customer.

She asks the questions that give her a full 
picture of the way you live now and how you 

would like to change the way you want to live. 
How will your new house or apartment influence 
that decision making? How can she help you to 
achieve that lovely home with the confidence that 
you can make the right choices yourself, with 
her support. She feels it is important to allow 
customers to define and trust their own taste, 
to give them confidence in themselves. You may 
have some furniture that you have acquired over 
the years that you also love. To work with the rich 
layers that make your home, express who you 
are, is very rewarding and gives a greater depth 
to your home. It isn’t about fashion, for Rosalea - 
it’s about beautiful furniture that is well-designed, 
original, enduring and makes people happy. 

Hunter Valley Design not only has the most 
unique line of European and Australian furniture, 
much of the range is able to be customised to suit 
your individual requirements. Everything that 

Rosalea and Paul do, is to bring the most well-
crafted furniture to Novacastrians.

“Customers come into the showroom to buy 
beautiful furniture that lasts a lifetime, and that 
expresses who they are.” Rosalea says. This is the 
work Rosalea and Paul Murphy have dedicated 
themselves to for the last 15 years. It is a quiet 
dedication that also makes them happy and they 
hope makes their customers happy, also. 

Hunter Valley Design advertising moment

A quiet dedication 
to timeless style

At Hunter Valley Design, a showroom of timeless, designer, furniture, “Choosing what  
to buy is all about what speaks to your heart and that will give you pleasure forever”.  

Rosalea Murphy believes it is her duty to create a relationship of trust with the customer. Photos: Jamie Wicks
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